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1. Introduction

The first full meeting of the DARPA Internet Engineering Task Force was held Tuesday and
Wednesday, 8-9 April 1986, at the Ballistics Research Laboratory in Aberdeen, Maryland. The
meeting was hosted by Ron Natalie.

The notes for this meeting will be distributed initially by electronic mail and then in "Proceedings"
format with the presentation slides.

A grateful acknowledgement goes to Pat Keryeski for editing the meeting notes and compiling the
hardcopy Proceedings.
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2. Attendees

Name

John Anderson
Hans-Werner Braun
Mike Brescia
Noel Chiappa
Mike Corrigan
Marianne Gardner
Phill Gross
Ken Harrenstien
Robert Hinden
Steve Holmgren
Mike Karels
Bob Knight
David Mills
Ron Natalie
Carl-Herbert Rokitanski
Mike St. Johns
Zaw-Sing Su
Mitchell Tasman
Shukri Wakid
Stephen Wolff
Lixia Zhang

Organization

DCEC
U of Mich
BBNCC
Proteon,MIT
OSD
BBNCC
MITRE
SRI
BBNCC
CMC
UCBerkeley
SRI
Linkabit
BRL
DFVLR
DCA/B612
SRI
BBNCC
NBS
BRL
MIT-LCS

Net Address

janderso@ddn2
hwb@gw.umich.edu
brescia@bbnccv
jnc@proteon.com
corrigan@sri-nic
mgardner~bbncc5
gross@mitre
klh@sri-nic
hinden@bbnccv
sfh@edn-unix
karels@berkeley.edu
knight@sri-nic
mills@isid.arpa
Ron@brl
roki@isid
stjohns@sri-nic
~su@sri-tsc
mtasman@bbncct
wakid@nbs-vms
steve@brl
lixia@xx.mit.edu
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3. A.genda

(As distributed prior to the meeting)

Tuesday, 8 April

Morning

o Introduction, Charter/Goals (Corrigan)
o Gateway Status Report (Hinden)
o Plans to Add New Host Communities (Braun)

Break

o Recent Internet Performance
- Case Study 1 (Gross)
- Case Study 2 (Cain)
- Open Discussion (led by Cain)
- (Presentations of other findings, particularly by BBN and BRL,

are encouraged)

Afternoon

o Requirements for Internet Gateways (Mills)
o Open Discussion of Gateway Requirements for Improved IP Performance

(led by Mills)

Break

o EGP Background (Mills)
o Proposed EGP Modifications (St. Johns)
o Open Discussion (led by St. Johns)

Wednesday, 9 April

Morning

o Host IP Requirements (Chiappa)
- Routing
- Congestion Avoidance

o Open Discussion (led by Chiappa)

Afternoon

o Open Discussion: Revised Areas of Concern, next Agenda (Corrigan)
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4. Relevant Documents

The following RFC’s are available via anonymous FTP from the <RFC> directory at SRI-
NIC,~RPA.

RFC896- "Congestion Control In IP/TCP Internetworks", Nagle.

RFC950 - "Internet Standard Subnetting", Mogul.

RFC970 - "On Packet Switches With Infinite Storage", Nagle.

RFC975 - "Autonomous Confederations", Mills.

The following three papers have been provided to members separately:

"Internet Engineering Task Force Agenda and Meeting Notes", Gross.

’~Requirements For Internet Gateways", Mills.

"Interconnection Of A Host With The Internet", Chiappa.

The following article provides background on several efforts that promise to rapidly increase the size
of the Internet.

"Computer Networking for Scientists",
D. M. Jennings, L. H. Landweber, I. H. Fuchs, D. J. Farber, W. R. Adrion,
Science, 28 February 1986, pp. 943-950.



5. Meeting No~es

Internet Engineering Task Force

5.1 April 8, 1986

Hinden began the presentations with a gateway status report, including a Butterfly deployment
schedule. He reported that there are currently --~130 active networks and --~85 gateways, passing
160M packets per week. (Note: Presumably this is an estimate for all gateways, since the Gateway
Throughput Report for that week gave a total of 106M packets per week.) He gave the development
plan for the LSI gateways as follows:

Gurrent Release ~1007, handles 120 networks.

Release ~1008, 11/23’s with memory management, will handle up to
150 networks, available by the end of April.

Planned final LSI Release #1008.1, will handle 300 networks.

He also reported on Butterfly status. Eight have been currently deployed, with twenty-one more to be
installed on Satnet, Suran or PDN by Fall ’86. Work has started on the "Mail Bridge" Butterfly,
which will include EGP Access Control in addition to the normal mail bridge functionality. The
thought of EGP "access control" gave several members heartburn and Corrigan suggested off-line
clarification.

Brescia reported on a serious software bug in the LSI routing code that led to routing loops over the
past few weeks. The feeling was that this led to the widely reported increase in traffic and decrease in
performance during this period.

Mills voiced major concern. He felt that 1) the problem should have been diagnosed more readily and
2) once diagnosed, should have been corrected more quickly. All in all, he felt this was a strong
indication of the rickety state of the Internet. On the second point, it was explained that there is
inertia in reloading the gateways, since they are not all under the direct administration of BBN.

With this as an introduction, Braun presented an overview of NSFnet; an effort, he stressed, that will
further tax an already overburdened Internet. In its initial phase, NSFnet will utilize existing
networks (Arpanet, CSnet, BITnet, campus networks) to provide supercomputer access. This will
include a significant increase in Arpanet sites and nodes. Future developments will include very high
speed links and migration to ISO protocols. He also gave details of several ongoing pilot projects.
(Note: Additional details can be found in the Science article cited above.)

Gross then presented a perspective on traffic and performance in the LSI gateway system. Using
information processed from the weekly Gateway Throughput Reports, he produced graphs of traffic
sent and traffic dropped in both the Mail Bridges and the entire LSI system. The graphs showed
sharp and consistent increases, which began in December ’85. In summary:

Traffic Sent by Mail Bridges
Traffic Sent by LSI System

Dec 85 Apr 86
-’~27M "-~35M (Packets/week)
~-~90M ~-~105M (Packets/week)

Traffic Dropped by Mail Bridges
Traffic Dropped by LSI System

~3% ,...~%
,--.2% ,-,,4%

He further estimated that the portion of the traffic that represented successful user data had dropped
from 55% to around 45%.
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Gardner followed this with an interesting presentation of more detailed Mail Bridge data and gave an
additional cause for poor Mail Bridge performance. She pointed out that:

- Each host-to-host connection requires a Connection Block (CB) in the source and destina-
tion PSNs.

- Gateway pings occupy a CB.

- Mail Bridge PSNs are short of CBs.

- When no CB is available, the oldest in use is torn down. When the host is actually a gate-
way, this is a suboptimal policy, since the oldest connection is probably just getting ready to
re-ping.

An upgrade, which was due to be complete by the end of April, from PSN 3/4 to PSN 5, will increase
the CBs from 73 to 255. She felt that this will greatly increase Mail Bridge performance.

After lunch, Mills discussed his NSFnet Gateway Requirements document. One goal of this paper is
to bring together all RFC references that specify gateway IP requirements. It will be distributed as
an RFC and used for NSF gateway procurement.

In brief, NSF needs packet switch and gateway functionality. This may reside in separate boxes as
long as the price is bundled. There is also a requirement for a monitoring center and eventual high
throughput gateways (--¢2000 pakets/sec) over T1 .links. He hoped to get comments on his document
from Berkeley (Re: Ethernet interface) and DoD (Re: Arpanet interface). Due to a possible need 
multi-vendor Autonomous Systems, Mills also wanted comments on routing protocols. He pointed out
that GGP is the only interior routing protocol that is currently documented as an RFC.

Mills next opened a discussion on EGP. He presented the model and gave some suggestions for
improvements. Although he felt that major changes to the protocol were necessary, he also felt that
there were modifications that could be made that amounted only to a "re-interpretation" of the
current specification. When asked for priorities, he said that the most important thing was to reduce
the amount of information exchanged between hosts. Chiappa disagreed, saying that relaxing
topological restrictions was more important.

5.2 April 9, 1986

St. Johns opened the morning session with a proposal for EGP version negotiation. Mills questioned
this, saying that different versions may be acceptable within the same model but that he wants to see
a "different trust model". Mills opened up a lively discussion by asking who supports EGP. It was
widely agreed that, although many separate implementations exist (e.g., CMU, MIT, BBN, MITRE,
Mills), Kirton’s is the de-facto standard because it is distributed with Berkeley Unix. Hinden
questioned the development cycle for Kirton’s EGP and suggested that we needed a better method of
releasing patches. ,

Mills made an action list for EGP modifications. They included:

- Partial updates
- Cache management of routing table

- Separate TTLs for each net
- Use LRU replacement

- Remove topology restrictions
- Event driven updates
- Password neighbor acquistion

-6-
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- Version negotiation

Hinden felt we needed to "engineer" EGP. He pointed out that the update will exceed 576 bytes at
130 networks and will exceed the Arpanet message size of 300 nets. This kicked off a long discussion
on restricting access to new users, during which it was noted that connectivity is not guaranteed to
new subscribers. When the question of response time was brought up, Chiappa claimed that there are
really only two types of "users": humans and mailers. While humans demand shorter response time,
mailers could accept longer update cycles.

Cain reported on four pathological incidents and gave a convincing impromptu demonstration of a
translating gateway.

Chiappa presented several proposed changes and clarifications to IP/ICMP. The goal was to specify
host IP requirements for connection to the Internet to faciliate both routing and fault isolation. A
document (included with the hardcopy "Proceedings") has been previously produced, which captured
many of these points (e.g., eliminating all Redirect types except "per host/TOS").

Chiappa’s proposal for several new ICMP messages generated a lengthy discussion. The proposed
messages are:

Initial Gateway Discovery - Used by a host on a local net upon startup to discover a local
gateway. This captures an interesting capability of the ISO proposed E,S-IS protocol.

Find Gateway Next Hop - envisioned as a diagnostic tool to debug "black. hole" routing
problems.

Best Host Address - used to discover the preferred address of a muti-homed host.

When Mills questioned the scope of the effort, Chiappa replied that we needed an improved modcl for
host attachment. Gardner suggested that perhaps a separate protocol was called for.

¯

Zhang presented some very interesting thoughts on IP congestion control. She views it as a feedback
control problem, in which the network/gateway system must respond to the level of load offered by
hosts. For any feedback scheme to work well, the system response time must be much less than
typical changes in the load. She pointed out that a poorly designed or poorly tuned feedback system
will be either overdamped or underdamped, that is, it will either not work well or it will oscillate,
both of which are symptoms displayed by Source Quench.

Zhang questioned whether we understand either the network load characteristics or the network
response time well enough to attack the problem. As a start, we should develop a better
understanding of traffic patterns. If, for example, it turns out that data transfers are too bursty, we
may need to give up on adaptive control and simply do a better job of sizing the networks.

She listed requirements for retrofitting a congestion control scheme into the current IP. For the host,
control must be at the IP level and no overhead should be imposed in the absence of congestion. The
gateway must send very specific control information to hosts and have a capability to selectively
punish hosts that do not comply.

She sketched a possible scheme; but the real question was how to compute the information passed to
the host (e.g., transmit rate and expiration time). In. conclusion, she proposed that we collect some
detailed traffic measurements and perform some control experiments. Mills suggested that this
discussion be continued at the next Internet Architecture Task Force.

Tasman wrapped up the day with comments on the IP "Time To Live" parameter. He recounted
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Nagle’s observation that, properly utilized, the TTL effectively bounds the length of the output
queue. However, as Hinden had mentioned earlier, the gateways check and decrement TTL only
once. This amounts to using TTL as a "hop count", rather than as it was intended. This, in turn,
¯ l~ows the queue length to grow, which contributes to round-trip variance. He also pointed out that
TTL should not be significantly longer than the retransmission timer, since this leads to multiple

COpieS Of the datagram flying around the Internet at once.
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Nagle’s observation that, properly utilized, the TTL effectively bounds the length of the output
queue. However, as Hinden had mentioned earlier, the gateways check and decrement TTL only
once. This amounts to using TTL as a "hop count", rather than as it was intended. This, in turn,
allows the queue length to grow, which contributes to round-trip variance. He also pointed out that
TTL should not be significantly longer than the retransmission timer, since this leads to multiple
copies of the datagram flying around the Internet at once.
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In October 1985~ NSF and DARP. A, with DOD ~apport, ~igned
a mmmrandum of.agreement to expand the ARPANET t~ allow
NSF ~ users to use AILPANET to access the NSF

I imamdhte effect ot~this agreement was to allow all NSF mpercom-
purer use~ on campmes with an existing ARPANET connection to

¢mters at Puatue l~mvertdty and the University of Minnesota, and
the national amams at the University of Illinois and CorneH

"~k~qLeT a~mo~i°ns are in depatm~m~ °f c°m -P~’~r--- ~ience °r

elec~cal engineering and are not readily acce/sible by other re-

PAN~ montinators facilitate a~s by relevam NSF reaearchen
(’I’~le 2).

As part of. the NSF~et initiative, a number of univcni~ have

matemken to ~ a campm network gateway acce~ble to all

due cour~ be able to me the AILPANET to _~s~__s the NSF

emironmem (Table 2). Additioml requests for contmaion to the

In the ~ of 1980, CSNET, the compmer t~::nze network,
was defined and ta, olmsed to NSF as a logical mmcotk made up of
g~eral physical m’zworks (10) of various power, performance, and
e0~t. NSF rmlxxxted with a 5-year contract for development of the

~ma~-~gg~h*~, Phoneact (a tdq,hone-bamt mmage-
relaying aervice) (11), X2$Nct (rapport for the TC~-IP



most IBM VM-GMS computer ~ have it installed for locil
~unicafions) supporting file transfer and remote job entry
)mfio:s. The mndm’d BITNET finks are leased ~__~tephonc fines
running at 9600 bps. Although all the initial nodes were IBM

rmtrL,~_ to such syst~m~./my compmcr with an RSCS emulator
can be connected to BtTNET. Emuhmrs arc avai~blc for Digital
Futuilanem C, oqx)ntion (DEC) VAX-VMS computer Wstems, 
VAX-UNIX s3rstems, and for Control Data Corporation Cyber
s,/smm and others. Today, more than one-third of the computers
an B~ are non-IBM

m=t i6m mmput~ to comput~ across the networL It provides

and ~ndards as ~e A~I’ANEY, aml as a ,mask ofle immIIation of

inmfface and a m~..;_ ~~/ilili

ed. In special cases, ~ ~c:~mmerc~ or~ n~y be
sponsored by m~-ni6cs. ̂  ~cuhr c~c is thc conne~on of"
~ ~ Sel’vices to-BrrNET, as part of,the NSFnet
~ m provide remou: job enuy services to their Gray X-MP/
24 to NSF supercompu~ gramces who have access to B1TNET.

Until rcccn~ BITNET had no ccmra~ managm~r structm~
and was coordim~ by an exccu6ve board consis6ng of members

of the compuu~ cormc~ were ~ and open~ by profes-

er, the growth in the ~work made it hnpossible to continue in this
ad hoc fashion, and a central ~pport organization was established
with rapport from an IBM grant2 The central rapport organization,
called the BrYNET tmwoA, rapport center (B1TNSC), has two
parts: A user m~ices o~anization, the network information center
(BrrNIC), which provides mfr. rapport, a r~me se~v. er ~! a v~iet3’
of databases; and the development and opentions c~ter (BIT-
IX)C) to develop and opente the network._ A major question facing
the memben of BITNET is how the landing of this centraJ
organization will be continued when the IBM grant expires in 1987.
¯ BrFSET, with ~x)rt from the NSFnet Progranh is now

e~amining ways to provide AILPANET-Iike services to existing
BrI’NET m’tes. The project, which is ~nilar to the CSNET CY-
PILESS project, will explore a strategy to provide an optional path
to the use of the TCP-IP procedures on existing 9.6-kbps leased
,lines. The possibility of upgrading these lines to multiple alternate
.iiah, pmvidiag higher reliability and avaihbility, or to higher speed
¯ 64d)ps links is also being mutied. The project will offer a higher
4evel oftetvice.to ~I’NET sitm choosing this path and also enable a

- ~. Ua: DOE’s ~ t"mion energy, research network
~) was ¢~ablish~/n ~he mi~-1970’s to support access to
/e MFE CaW I ~mamci~ at ~he Lawnmce Liveanore Nation-

(crss), abo 4evdoped at tt~: ~ l,~)oraa~. ~he network
maea~ a~)pam mare m tray 1, Cray X-MP/2, Cray 2, and

~ mSware devdoped at ~ and, in adaidon to

restricted m DOE-fund~ emeazdm~, ltmmdy the ~ has

~ stat~ %Jnivmity. ~ (Fig. l) is 6mind ~, DOE and

bIFENET has been su~ in ~ DOE suf)en:omputer

ptottx~ls is nOW creat~ difficulties ~r ~ who need
advanced graphics woAstations that use the UNIX BSD ~.2



Magn~c Fusion Energy re-

|=.rd~ n=w~ (MFENET).

at 112 ~ (r~lid line) and 56 kbl~

LIVERMORE
NATIONAL

LABORATORY
Uni~,gity

Californil
Lm A~es

TRW

University

Institute of
T~chnologv

Laboratory

PL/~MA
PHYSICS LJI~ORATORY

y of Maryland

DAK RIDGE
NATIONAL
LABORATORY
Fusion E~im~,ing

and other reasons, DOE is examining how best to migrate
~ to the TCP-IP, and later to the OSI, pmm~ls.

The combination of the CTSS opexating ~’tmn and the
’ ~ ~ creates an eCective interactive comp~ envi-

ronmmt for r~:archers using Cray mpcrcomput~. For this rca-
¯ son, two of the new NSF rational su~puter cen~an

(s~sc) CrSS
~ptmn. I~ ~s ¢=¢, the MFENET pcotocols have also been
~ m ~ =he ,~)SC Conmrtium netwodc In Illinois’s case,

~ di=ribme the muting tables,for the a=,~mk. ~ ~,~" p~

Aeronautics and Space Administration’s researchers; the planned
Numerical and Aunospheric Sciences (HAS) network centered at
Ames Research Center--a network that is expected to use existing
and planned NASA communicatiom links and the TCP-IP proto-
mls; and the planned high~ physics netw~rk---a network
based lately on VAX mmputers and using the u~ndard X.25
network kvel protocols plus the m-called =mloured books" pinto-

¯ mls devdoped in the United Kingdo~ Also, many high-energy
physicists, at the Stanford Linear Accdcrator, at the Lawrence
,BcAdey ~ry, and at Fmni Laboratory, among others, have
medDECNET to connect their DEC VAX computers together.

A mmalm- of m line o~er ehe yem developed state-wide
ma~mdm m ~ mass m ~harod computing fadlitics and to

i, an c~mivc ~ providing m-miml ~ to a wi,k variety
of ~mmee=, md i= lined on the me of the ]L25 network level

~me cdu=tion md mearch mxw~k (NYSEILNet). 11~ he.york

"NY~et ,i~ ~o ,be ,l~ed ~a m~tiple m~Bdant TI (1.$44
Mb~) thaks, ,ha ~-~ ~
campus. The network will support ehe DARPA protocol t~tit¢, and

work---a modd that is emtirely ~ with the NSFnet model---



the_~ i~bdmg the new NSF national ml~mmputer center

to ~eir mlm-mmimter o~ner.

(Table 2). The planned eomortium atma, aek i~ ¯ star
linking the mm,tbcr mmpums.to,thc ]~V’NC. "rk ,m.woA u~z TI
~ (h54¢ Mbl~) in mint.crees, and,c:~h ik~ will be tmnixmed
at a camp~ 8m:eway sy,m:m, providing mmm:xi~

will, nm the DARPA protocol mite, m ~ Princeton mmmximn

¯ fro,e, (’l’d~e 2). ~ ~ ~etmmk is aim a star nmwoek

opeme C.J~Y X-t, fl’/~ ~,tem nmn~g crs,s

~ wig am be an/megral part of the NSFne~ ̄ migratia~ m
the DARPA pmmml mite is plmned and is expected m rake phce
during 19g?. As m interim measure a gatcwaylrelay sym~ will be

md odin" me~ e~ the NSFnet will be mbk m a:nm the 5D5C. The

1986.

T1 cimu/m as the volume of" user to supercomputer uaBi¢ and’file-
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Dynamic routing updates

TAC type access at nodes

.~t relays at some sites

B/Connected topology

Satellite broadcast to leaf nodes



USAN

Uni,vers~¢y Satellite Network Project

~ _13~___,VJe~_, Colorado
Oregon,State U~iuersity, Corvallis, Oregon

University,~ ~lllir~s, Urbar~a, I~h~is
IJniversity of ~Nar~iand, ~13~l~e ~Pa~k, ~an]land

University of’Miami, rlVliami, ~Fllo~i~la
University of .Michigan, Ann ~bor, ~iohi~an
University of Wisconsin,- Madison, ’Wisoonsin
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SDSC
Diego Supercomputer Consortium

Agouron Institute, La /olla, California
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California

National Optical Astronomy Observatories, Tucson, Arizona
Research Institute of Scripps Clinic, La /olla, California

Salk Institute for Biological Studies, San Diego, California
San Dido State University, San Diego, California

Scripps Institute of Oceanography, La Jolla, California
Southwest Fisheries Center, La Jolla, California

Stanford University, Stanford, California
University of California --.Berkeley, Berkeley, California

University of California-- Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California
University of California -- San Diego, La Jolla, California

University of California -- San Francisco, San Francisco, California
University of Hawaii, :Honolulu, Hawaii

University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

University of-Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah
University of Washington, Seattle, Washington
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
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5 sites
9.6 Kbaud connection
DEC VAX 11/725
4.2bsd (~ ULTRIX)
Ethernet load area network connection
Serial IP long-haul connections

Initial CYPRE~ Topology
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Exterior G,Itewoy Protocol
Incremerlt,al Ch,irlges

Stotus o{ this memo,~

]his RFC is the {irst in o series o{ incrementol ch,inges to EGF’.
It describes the negoti,ition o~ versions between two EGF’ entities,
This RFC specif~.es ,i revised st,and,lrd ~or the BARF’P, ~rld BBN
communities, G,atew,ays which implement ,an EGF’ on the 6RF’6-Ini.ernet must
t,iKe steps to con£orm to this st,ind,ird,

Introduction

It h,as become obvious in recent months th,it there ore some
de{’iciencies in the current Exterior G,atew,ay F’rotocol (EGP) ,is deEined 
RFCg04. This RFC is the {irst in ,a series o{ ’b,ind-,iids" or ’h,ac:Ks’ t.o
improve ,and extend the use*~_~llness o* the current EGF’ until its successo~
con be designed ,and implemented.

Eoch extension in this series will be designed so th,at it provides
,idd.~tion,al {unction,a].ity {or those who implement it without ,abridge. rig the
use~’u].lness c~¢ those implement,_-,.tions th,al, condor.n, to RFCg04,



~06 Negotiote Commond/6cKnowledgement

0 1 2 3
01234567890123456789012345678901

+-÷-÷-~.-+-÷-~-+-+-~.-~.-+-+-+-~.-÷-..~.- +-+-+-+-÷-+-÷-.~.-+-e-+-+-~.-+-+_+
EGF’ Version I I Type I Code l Stotus

~--+-+-+-~.-+-÷-~.-~.-+-+-+-÷-+-+-÷-+-+-+-~.-÷-÷-~.,÷-+-~.-+-+-+-~.-+-+-~.
ChecKsum l ~utonomous System ~

~.-+-+-~-~.-+-+-+-~.-+-+-~-~.-÷-+-+-÷-.+-+-~-~-+-+-+-+-+-~-+-+-.+-~.-÷-~.
Sequence ~ I M,-,x Version I Min Version

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-~--~-+-÷-+-~--+-+-+-.~.-+-+-+-÷-~-+-+.-.~-+-+-+-+-+-~.-+

Type

-

Code

10

0 Neg ot i,lte
~ Negotiote 6cK

unspec i{ied
version nccepted
unin, plemented version

Other pror.:,osed ch,-,nges:

F’,i rt J.,i I upd,ites
Vori0;nt £ormote upd,~tes

polling
Dist0ince Metric



Chnnges to RFCg04:

4.6 Version Negotioi. ion

Version negoti,lt.ion m,~y t,&ke pl,)c y~etween two EGF’
entit.ies, but i{ et. ,Ill possible toke plate ,~ny other
Version negoti,3tion is independent o{ ,~ny other tro{{ic0 To mointoin
compot,lbJ, lity between versions, version negoti,)tion mess,)ges ore
the b,lseline version {orm,~to In the (:,.~s(-., o{ EGP, this is version 2o 
EGF’ entity must ,~iw,3ys be eble to communic,lte using the b,)seline version,
The version number wil~ olw,lys be octet Io{ en EGP messuge°

The sequence o{ events {or negoti,lting ,i common version {of lows:

G,:~tewoy 6 sends ,i Negotiote comm,~nd to G,itew,ly B, The Negotiote
con, m,~nd is 8LW6YS version ..o It indicotes the minimum ,~nd m,~.’..~imum
versions it is prep,~red to de,il with°

I{ gotew,ly B simuli.,~neously sends ,~ Negoti,~te comm,~nd to g,~tewoy
~. the ,~utono.,ous system numbers ore c:omp,~ed. The gotew,~y with
the lower number becomes gotewoy ~ ,~nd must rem,~in silent ~or ,~
interv,~l be{ore retr,~nsmitting the Negotiote comm,~nd, The g,~tewo~-
with the higher number becomes g,~tewoy B ,~nd responds occording
step 2 below,

b. ~{ gotewoy B does not support version negoti,~tion, it returns on
error ir;dic,~tion ,ind gotewoy ~ m,ly not try to renegoti,~te versions
~of ,a F’4 int.er-v,al,

..

c. I{ no re.~ponse is heorct {’tom cj,lt.ew,ay B, g,atew,-,y 6 must ~,~.t o F’3
int.ervnl be*ore retr,ansmitting the Negotiote comm,lnd° I{ ther.e a-_--
no response c,.{ter ,~ F’5 irrtervol, g,-,tewoy 6 must not try to
negoti,~t.e versions {or. ,-, P4 intervnl°

o... o Go.tew,ly B s~:,r;cl,:~ .....o. N~-..qoi,i,-,te_. . G~cl<. resF, on~e_, to A,;tew,;y ..... 6.

I{ the o{{er.ed ve~-sions in the Negoti,at.e commnnd do not. over.],:~p
the set o4 ver.sions g,itewo.y B is prep,:ir.ecl t.c:, de,i] with, g,~tewo.y ~:
retur-ns on 6,::~: with ,~ st,:,tus code indic,it, ing on unimplement.ed
ver.sion, In this c,ise, the de{,lu].t version (version 2) is usecl
b~i.wee~, $.he~e two entities,

I{ the~e is ,In over],.~p beL.ween the two version sc.,t.s, g,itew,ly B
sends. ,in ock with the m,iximum version {ield set. to the highe.~t.
cc:,mmon veT-s.io,:, between the.. two entit.~es, ,in,,] with t.l~,~:.:, st,ltu.s cc, de
set. to ver-s~.on occepi.ed,



3. G,Itew,i7 A se.nds ,i Negot. i,lte 4rK w:th ,i veT’s~on ,iccepted

Gotew,ly B m,iy si.,irt using i.he negoi.~,ii.ed version ,is soon ,is it
receives i.his m~=ss,lge, G,Itew,17 6 must be p~epored to h,lnd.].e
the old version messoges uni.~.l it receives ,i new version mess,lge,
~s soon ,is it receives the new version m,~-.~ss,lge, it m,ir ignore ,in.
old version mess,ige it get.~..0

b. G,~-,tew,i>. B must send son, e sort o£ mess,ige bock to gotew,i¥ ~ within
,i F’3 intervol0

4. G0~tew01~ ¯ B sends ANY mess01ge to G°itew°iy ~ using the new version°

Gotewoy A MUST woit until it gets 01 messoge in the new version
£T~or~ g~Itew,ly E~ behoove it st01rts using new version messoges itse]4o

b o I{ gotew01y ~ receives °i messoge in the old version, ~.t retr°insmii~_
the Negoti°ite

-

Co I~ gotew°i¥ ~ does not receive 6NY mess°ige in °i P3 intervol, it
retr°insmits the Npgoti°ite

d0 I{ ,i F’5 interv,il h,ls gone by {rom the initi,il tr,insmissic, n of the
Negoti,ite 6cK, g,~-~tew,ly ~ goes silent {or two P5 intervols
,lw,liting ,Iny messoge. I~ no mess,lge is received, g,ltew,ly 6
,,,ix rest,irt the negoti,ltion {tom step I,
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Network Working Group
Request for Comments: QQSV

National Science Foundation
April 1986

Requirements for NSF Gateways

Status of this Memo

This RFC summarizes the requirements for gateways to be used on
networks supporting the DARPA Internet protocols and National Science
Foundation research programs and was prepared by the Gateway
Requirements Subcommittee of the NSF Network Technical Advisory Group.
It requests discussion and suggestions for improvements. Distribution
of this memo is unlimited.

The purpose of this document is to present guidance for vendors
offering products that might be used or adapted for use in an NSF
network. It ennumerates the protocols required and gives references to
RFCs and other documents describing the current specifications. In a
number of cases the specifications are evolving and may contain
ambiguous or incomplete information. In these cases further discussion
giving specific guidance is included in this document.

I. Introduction

The following sections are intended as an introduction and
background for those unfamiliar with the DARPA Internet architecture and
the Internet gateway model. General background and discussion on the
Internet architecture and supporting protocol suite can be found in the
documents "Internet Protocol Transition Workbook" and "Protocol
Implementor’s Guide," available from SRI International. Readers
familiar with these concepts can proceed directly to Section 2.

1.1. The DARPA Internet Architecture

The DARPA Internet system consists of a number of gateways and
networks that collectively provide packet transport for hosts
subscribing to the DARPA Internet architecture. These protocols include
the Internet Protocol (IP), Internet Control and Monitoring Protocol
(ICMP)~ Transmission Control Protocol.(TCP) and application protocols
depending upon them. All protocols use IP as the basic packet-transport
mechanism. IP is represented by a datagram, or connectionless, service
and includes provision for service specification,
fragmentation/reassembly and security information. ICMP is considered
an integral part of IP, although it is architecturally layered upon it.
ICMP provides error reporting, flow control and first-hop gateway
redirection. Reliable data delivery is provided in the protocol suite
by TCP, which provides end-end retransmission, resequencing and
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connection control.

The aggregate Internet community presently includes several
thousand hosts connected to over 373 networks using over 127 gateways.
There are now well over 2300 hosts registered in the ARPA domain alone
and an unknown number registered in other domains, with the total
increasing at about ten percent each month. Many of the hosts, gateways
and networks in the Internet community are administered by civil
organizations, including universities, research laboratories and
equipment manufacturers. Most of the remainder are administered by the
US DoD and considered part of the DDN Internet, which presently consists
of three sets of networks: the experimental segment, or ARPANET, the
unclassified segment, or MILNET, and the classified segment, which does
not yet have a collective name.

The Internet model includes constituent networks, called local
networks to distinguish them from the Internet system as a whole, which
are required only to provide datagram (connectionless} transport. This
requires only best-effort delivery of individual packets, or datagrams.
Each datagram carries 32-bit source and destination addresses, which.are
encoded in three formats providing a two-part address, one of which is
the local-network number and the other the host number on that local
net. According to the Internet service specification, datagrams can be
delivered out of order, be lost or duplicated and/or contain errors. In
those networks providing connection-oriented service the extra
reliability provided by virtual circuits enhances the end-end robustness
of the system, but is not strictly necessary.

Local networks are connected together in the Internet model by
means of Internet gateways. These gateways provide datagram transport
only and normally seek to minimize the state information necessary to
sustain this service in the interest of routing flexibility and
robustness. In the conventional model the gateway has a physical
interface and address on each of the local nets between which it
provides forwarding services. The gateway also participates in one or
more distributed routing or teachability algorithm such as the
Gateway-Gateway Protocol (GGP) or Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP) 
order to maintain its routing tables..

1.2. The Internet Gateway Model

An Internet gateway is a self-contained, stand-alone packet switch
that performs the following functions:

I. Interfaces to two or more packet-switching networks, including
encapsulation, address transformation and flow control.

2. Conforms to specific DARPA Internet protocols specified in the
document, including the Internet Protocol (IP), Internet Control
Message Protocol (ICMP), Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP) and others
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as necessary.

3. Supports an interior gateway protocol (IGP) teachability or routing
algorithm specific to a class of gateways operating as a system.
Supports the EGP reachabillty algorithm to exchange routes between
systems, in particular the DARPA "core" system operated by BBN.

4. Receives and forwards Internet datagrams consistent with good
engineering practice in the management of resources, congestion
control and fairness. Recognizes various error conditions and
generates ICMP error messages as required.

5. Provides system support facilities, including loading, debugging,
status reporting, exception reporting and control.

In some configurations gateways may be connected to
packet-switching local nets that provide generic local-net routing,
error-control and resource-management functions. In others gateways may
be directly connected via serial lines, so that these functions must be
provided by the gateways themselves.

There are three typical scenarios that should be addressed by
gateway vendors:

I. National or regional network. Gateways of this class should be
capable of switching multiple continuous flows in the 1.5-Mbps range
at rates to several thousand packets per second. They will be
high-performance, redundant, multiple-processor devices, probably
procured as a system and operated remotely from a regional or
national monitoring center. The design of these gateways should
emphasize high aggregate throughput, throughput-sensitive resource
management and very high reliabilty. The typical application would
be an NSF backbone net or one of the consortium or regional nets.

2. Campus network. Gateways of this class should be capable of
switching some burst flows at 10-Mbps (Ethernets, etc.), together
with some flows in the 64-Kbps range or lower, at rates to perhaps a
thousand packets per second. They will be medlum-performance
devices, probably competitively procured from different vendors for
each campus and operated from a campus computing center. The design
of these gateways should emphasize low average delay and good burst
performance, together with delay and type-of-service sensitive
resource management. Their chief function might be to interconnect
various LANs and campus computing resources, including a high-speed
interconnect to a national or regional net. An important factor
will be a very flexible routing mechanism, since these gateways may
have to select among several backbone nets based on cost/performance
considerations.

3. Terminal network. Gateways of this class should be capable of
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switching a small number of burst flows at 10-Mbps (Ethernets,
etc.), together with a small number of flows in the range 64-Kbps or
lower, at rates of a few hundred packets per second. They will be
medium-performance devices procured from a variety of vendors and
used for protocol-matchlng, LAN repeaters and as general utility
packet switches. They will probably be locally maintained by the
various users and not be used as transit switches.

It is important to realize that Internet gateways normally operate
in an unattended mode, but that equipment and aoftware faults can affect
the entire Internet. While some of the above scenarios involve positive
control of some gateways from a monitoring center, usually via a path
involving other networks and Internet gateways, others may involve much
less formal control procedures. Thus the gateways must be highly robust
and be expected to operate, possibly in a degraded state, under
conditions of extreme congestion or failure of network resources.

2. Protocols Required

The Internet architecture uses datagram gateways to interconnect
networks and subnetworks. These gateways function as intermediate
systems (IS) with respect to the ISO connectionless network model and
incorporate defined packet formats, routing algorithms and related
procedures. In the following it is assumed the protocol implementation
supports the full protocol, including all required options, with
exceptions only as noted.

2.1. Internet Protocol (IP)

This is the basic datagram protocol used in the Internet system.
It is described in RFC-791 and also MIL-STD-1777, both of which are
intended to describe the same standard, but in quite different words.

With respect to current gateway requirements the following can be
ignored: Type of Service field, Security option, Stream ID option and
Timestamp option. However, if recognized, the interpretation of these
quantities must conform to thestandard specification.

Note that the Internet gateway model does not require that the
gateway reassemble IP datagrams with destination address other than the
gateway itself. However, in the case of those protocols in which the
gateway directly participates as a peer, including routing and
monitor/control protocols, the gateway may have to reassemble datagrams
addressed to it. This consideration is most pertinent to EGP.

2.2. Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)

This is an auxilliary protocol used to convey advice and error
messages and is described in RFC-792.
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The distinction between subnets of a subnetted network, which
depends on an arbitrary mask as described in RFC-950, is in general not
visible outside that network. This distinction is important in the case
of certain ICMP messages, including the ICMP Destination Unreachable and
ICMP Redirect messages. The ICMP Destination Unreachable message is
sent by a gateway in response to a datagram which cannot be forwarded
because the destination is unreachable or down. A choice of several
types of these messages is available, including one designating the
destination network and another the destination host. However, the span
of addresses implied by the former is ill-defined unless the subnet mask
is known to the sender, which is in general not the case.

The ICMP Redirect message is normally sent by a gateway to a host
in order to change its first-hop gateway address for a designated net;
however, this message can in principle be sent in other cases as well.
A choice of four types of messages is available, depending on whether it
applies to a particular host, network or service. As in the previous
case, these distinctions may depend upon the subnet mask.In both of the
above cases it is recommended that the use of ICMP messages implying a
span of addresses (net unreachable, net redirect) be avoided in favor 
those implying specific addresses.

The ICMP Source Quench message has been the subject of much
controversy. It is not considered realistic at this time to specify in
detail the conditions under which this message is to be generated or
interpreted by a host or gateway.

New implementations are expected to support the ICMP Address Mask
messages described in RFC-950. It is highly desirable, although not
required, to provide correct data for ICMP Timestamp messages, which
have been found useful in network debugging and maintenance.

2.3. Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP)

This is the basic protocol used to exchange information with other
gateways of the Internet system and is described in RFC-904. However,
EGP as presently specified is an asymmetric protocol with only the
"non-core" procedures defined in RFC-904. There are at present no
"core" procedures specified, which would be necessary for a stand-alone
Internet. RFC-975 suggests certain modifications leading to a symmetric
model;, however, this is not an official specification.

In principle, a stand-alone Internet can be built with non-core EGP
gateways using the EGP distance field to convey some metric such as hop
count. However, the use of EGP in this way as a routing algorithm is
discouraged, since typical implementations adapt very slowly to changing
topology and have no loop-protectlon features..

If a routing algorithm is operated in one or more gateways, its
data base must be coupled to the EGP implemntation in such a way that,
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when a net is declared down by the routing algorithm, the net is also
declared down via EGP to other autonomous systems. This requirement is
designed to minimize demand and insure fairness on the core-system
resources.

There are no peer-discovery or authentication procedures defined in
the present EGP specification and no defined interpretation of the
distance fields in the update messages, although such procedures may be
defined in future (see RFC-975). There is currently no guidance on the
selection of polling parameters and no specific recovery procedures in
case of certain error messages (e.g. "administratively prohibited").
It is recommended that EGP implementations include provisions to
initialize these parameters as part of the monitoring and control
procedures and that changing these procedures not require recompilation
or rebooting the gateway.

2.4. Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)

This is an auxilliary protocol used to manage the
address-translation function between Ethernet addresses and Internet
addresses and described in RFC-826. However, there are a number of
unresolved issues having to do with subnets and response to addresses
not in the same subnet or net. These issues, which are intertwined with
ICMP and various gateway models, are discussed in Appendix A.

3. Subnets

The concept of subnets was introduced in order to allow arbitrary
complexity of interconnected LAN structures within an organization,
while insulating the Internet system against explosive growth in network
numbers and routing complexity. The subnet architecture, described in
RFC-950, is intended to specify a standard approach that does not
require reconfiguration for host implementations connected to an
Ethernet, regardless of subnetting scheme. The document also specifies
a new ICMP Address Mask message, which a gateway can use to specify
certain details of the subnetting scheme to Ethernet hosts and is
required in new host implementations.

The current subnet specification RFC-950 does not describe the
specific procedures to be used by the gateway, except by implication.
It is r~commended that a (sub)net address and address mask be provided
for each network interface and that these values be established as part
of the gateway configuration procedure. It is not usually necessary to
change these values during operation of any particular gateway;
However, it should be possible to add new gateways and/or (sub)nets and
make other configuration changes to a gateway without taking the entire
network down.

4. Local Network Interface
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The packet format used for transmission of datagrams on the various
subnetworks is described in a number of documents summarized below.

4.1. Public data networks via X.25

The formats specified for public data subnetworks via X.25 access
are described in RFC-877. Datagrams are transmitted over standard
level-3 virtual circuits as complete packet sequences. Virtual circuits
are usually established dynamically as required and time out after a
period of no traffic. Retransmlssion, resequencing and flow control are
performed by the network for each virtual circuit and by the LAPB
link-level protocol, however, multiple parallel virtual circuits are
often used in order to improve the utlltizatlon of the subscriber access
line, which can result in random resequencing. The correspondence
between Internet and X.121 addresses is usually established by
table-lookup. It is expected that this will be replaced by some sort of
directory procedure in future.

4.2. ARPANET via 1822 Local Host, Distant Host or HDLC-Distant Host

The formats specified for ARPANET subnetworks via 1822 access are
described in BBN Report 1822, which includes the procedures for several
subscriber access methods. The Local Host (LH) and Very Distant Host
(VDH) methods are not recommended for new implementions. The Distant
Host (DH) method is used when the host and IMP are separated by not more
than about 2000 of cable, while the HDLC Distant Host is used for
greater distances where a modem is required. Retransmission,
resequencing and flow control are performed by the network and by the
HDLC link-level protocol, when used. While the ARPANET 1822 protocols
are widely used at present, they are expected to be eventually overtaken
by the DDN Standard X.25 protocol and the new PSN End-to-End Protocol
described in RFC-979.

Gateways connected to ARPANET/MILNET IMPs must incorporate features
to avoid host-port blocking (RFNM counting) and to detect and report (as
ICMP Unreachable messages) the failure of destination hosts or gateways.

4.3. ARPANET via DDN Standard X.25

The formats specified for ARPANET subnetworks via X.25 are
described in the "Defense Data Network X.25 Host Interface
Specification". This document describes two sets of procedures, the DDN
Basic X.25 and the DDN Standard X.25, but only the latter is suitable
for use in the Internet system. The DDN Standard X.25 procedures are
similar to the public data subnetwork X.25 procedures, except in the
address mappings. Retransmlssion, resequencing and flow control are
performed by the network and by the LAPB link-level protocol.

4.4. Ethernets
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The formats specified for Ethernet subnetworks are described in
RFC-894. Datagrams are encapsulated as Ethernet packets with 48-blt
source and destination address fields and a 16-bit type field. Address
translations between Ethernet addresses and Internet addresses is
managed by the Address Resolution Protocol, which is required in all
implementations. There is no explicit retransmisslon, resequenclng or
flow control, although most hardware interfaces will retransmlt
automatically in case of collisions on the cable.

It is expected that amendments will be made to this specification
as the result of IEEE 802 evolution. See RFC-948 for further discussion
and recommendations in this area. Note also that the IP broadcast
address, which has primary application to Ethernets and similar
technologies that support an inherent broadcast function, has an
all-ones value in the host field of the IP address. Some early
implementations chose the all-zeros value for this purpose, which is
presently not in conformance with the definitive specification RFC-922.

See Appendix A for further considerations.

4.5. Serial-Line Protocols

Gateways may be used as packet switches in order to build networks.
In some configurations gateways may be interconnected with each other
and some hosts by means of serial asynchronous or synchronous lines,
with or without modems. When Justified by the expected error rate and
other factors, a link-levelprotocol may be required on the serial line.
While there is no requirement that a particular standard protocol be
used for this, it is recommended that standard hardware and protocols be
used, unless a convincing reason to the contrary exists. In order to
support the greatest variety of configurations, it is recommended that
full X.25 be used where resources permit; however, X.25 LAPB would also
be acceptable where requirements permit. In the case of asynchronous
lines no clear choice is apparent.

5. Interoperability

In order to assure interoperability between gateways procured from
different vendors, it is necessary to specify points of protocol
demarcation. With respect to interoperability of the routing function,
this is specified as EGP. All gateway systems must include one or more
gateways which support EGP with a core gateway, as described in RFC-904.
It is desirable that these gateways be able to operate in a mode that
does not require a core gateway or system. Additional discussion on
these issues can be found in RFC-975.

With respect to the interoperability at the network layer and
below, two points of protocol demarcation are specified, one ~for
Ethernets and the other for serial lines. In the case of Ethernets the
protocols are as specified in Section 4 of this document. For serial
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lines between gateways of different vendors, the protocols are specified
as full X.25. Exceptions to these requirements may be appropriate in
some cases.

6. Subnetwork Architecture

It is recognized that gateways may also function as general packet
switches to build networks of modest size. This requires additional
functionality in order to manage network routing, control and
configuration. While it is beyond the scope of this document to specify
the details of the mechanisms used in any particular, perhaps
proprietary, architecture, there are a number of basic requirments which
must be provided by any acceptable architecture.

6.1. Reachabillty Procedures

The architecture must provide a robust mechansim to establish the
operational status of each link and node in the network, including the
gateways, the lines that connect them and, where appropriate, the hosts
connected to the network. Ordinarily, this requires at least a
link-teachability protocol involving a periodic exchange of hello
messages, which might be intrinsic to the llnk-level protocols used
(e.g. DDCMP). It is in general ill-advised to assume a host or gateway
is operating correctly if the link-reachabillty protocol connecting to
it is operating correctly. Additional confirmation is required in the
form of anoperating routing algorithm or peer-level teachability
protocol, such as used in EGP.

Failure and restoral of a llnk and/or gateway are considered
network events and must be reported to the control center. It is
desireable, although not required, that reporting paths not require
correct functioning of the routing algorithm itself.

6.2. Routing Algorithm

It has been the repeated experience of the Internet community
participants that the routing mechanism, whether static or dynamic, is
the single most important engineering issue in network design. In all
but trivial network topologies it is necessary that some degree of
routing dynamics is vital to successful operation, whether it be
affected by manual or automatic means or some combination of both. In
particular, if routing changes are made manually, the changes must be
possible without taking down the gateway for reconfiguration and,
preferably, be possible from a remote site such as a control center.

It is not likely that all nets can be maintained from a
full-service control center, so that automatic-fallback or rerouting
features may be required. This must be considered the normal case, so
that systems of gateways operating as the only packet switches in a
network would normally be expected to have a routing algorithm with the
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capability of reacting to llnk and other gateway failures and changing
the routing automatically. Following is a list of features considered
necessary:

I. The algorithm must sense the failure or restoral of a link or other
gateway and switch to appropriate paths within an interval bounded
from above by a constant times the network diameter.

2. The algorithm must never form routing loops between neighbor
gateways and must contain provisions to avoid and suppress routing
loops that may form between non-neighbor gateways. In no case
should a loop persist for longer than an interval bounded from above
by a constant times the network diameter.

3. The control traffic necessary to operate the routing algorithm must
not significantly degrade or disrupt ~ormal network operation.
Changes in state which might momentarily disrupt normal operation in
a local area must not cause disruption in remote areas of the
network.

4. As the size of the network increases, the demand on resources must
be controlled in an efficient way. Table lookups should be hashed,
for example, and data-base updates handled piecemeal, with only the
changes broadcast over a wide area. Reachability and delay metrics,
if used, must not depend on direct connectivity to all other
gateways or the use of network-specific broadcast mechanisms.
Polling procedures (e.g. for consistency checking) should be used
only sparingly and in no case introduce an overhead exceeding a
constant times the network diameter.

5. The use of a default gateway as a means to reduce the size of the
routing data base is strongly discouraged in view of the many
problems with multiple paths, loops and mis-configuration
vulnerabilities. If used at all, it should be limited to a
discovery function, with operational routes cached from external or
internal data bases via either the routing algorithm or EGP.

6. This document places no restriction on the type of routing
algorithm, such as min-hop, shortest-path-first or any other
algorithm, or metric, such as delay or hop-count. However, the size
of the routing data base must not be allowed to exceed a constant
times the network diameter. In general, this means that the entire
routing data base cannot be kept in any particular gateway, so that
discovery and caching techniques are necessary.

7. Operation and Maintenance

Gateways and packets switches are often operated as a system by
some organization who agrees to operate and maintain the gateways, as
well as to resolve link problems with the respective common carriers.
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In general, the following requirements apply:

I. Each gateway must operate as a stand-alone device for the purposes
of local hardware maintenance. Means must be available to run
diagnostic programs at the gateway site using only on-site tools,
which might be only a diskette or tape and local terminal. It is
desireable, although not required, to run diagnostics via the
network and to automatically reboot and dump the gateway via the net
in case of fault. In general, this requires special hardware.

2. It must be possible to reboot and dump the gateway manually from the
control site. Every gateway must include a watchdog timer that
either initiates a reboot or signals a remote control site if not
reset periodically by the software. It is desireable that the data
involved reside at the control site and be transmitted via the net;
however, the use of local devices at the gateway site is acceptable.
Nevertheless, the opeation of initiating reboot or dump must be
possible via the net, assuming a path is available and the
connecting links are operating.

3. A mechanism must be provided to accumulate traffic statistics
including, but not limited to, packet tallies, error-message tallies
and so forth. The preferred method of retrieving these data is by
explicit request from the control site using a standard protocol
such as TCP.

..

4. Exception reports ("traps") occuring as the result of hardware 
software malfunctions should be transmitted immediately (hatched to
reduce packet overheads when possible) to the control site using 
standard protocol such as UDP.

5. A mechanism must be provided to display link and node status on a
continuous basis at the control site. While it is desireable that a
complete map of all links and nodes be available, it is acceptable
that only those components in use by the routing algorithm be
displayed. This information is usually available local at the
control site, assuming that site is a participant in the routing
algorithm.

The above functions require in general the participation of a
control site or agent. The preferred was to provide this is as a user
program suitable for operation in a standard software environment such
as Unix. The program would use standard IP protocols sucvh such as TCP
and UDP to control and monitor the gateways. The use of specialized
host hardware and software requiring significant additional investment
is strongly discouraged; nevertheless, some vendors may elect to
provide the control agent as an integrated part of the network in which
the gateways are a part. If this is the case, it is required that a
means be available to operate the control agent from a remote site using
Internet protocols and paths and with equivalent functionality with
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respect to a local agent terminal.

Remote control of a gateway via Internet paths can involve either a
direct approach, in which the gateway suports TCP and/or UDP directly,
or an indirect approach, in which the control agent supports these
protocols and controls the gateway itself using proprietary protocols.
The former approach is preferred, although either approach is
acceptable.
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Appendix A. Ethernet Management

Following is a summary of procedures specified for use on an
Ethernet.

A.I. Hardware

A packet is accepted from the cable only if its destination
Ethernet address matches either the assigned interface address or a
broadcast/multlcast address. Presumably, this filtering is done by the
interface hardware; however, the software driver is expected to do this
if the hardware does not. Fuzzballs incorporate an optional feature
that associates an assigned multlcast address with a specific subnet in
order to restrict access for testing, etc. When this feature is
activated, the assigned multlcast address replaces the broadcast
address.

A.2. IP datagram

In case of broadcast/multicast (as determined from the destination
Ethernet address) an IP datagram is rejected if the source IP address is
not in the same subnet, as determined by the assigned host IP address
and subnet mask. It is desirable that this test be defeatible by a
configuration parameter, in order to support the infrequent cases where
more than one subnet may coexist on the same cable.

A.3. ARP datagram

An ARP reply is rejected if the destination IP address does not
match the local host address. An ARP request is rejected if the source
IP address is not in the same subnet. It is desirable that this test be
defeatible by a configuration parameter, in order to support the
infrequent cases where more than one subnet may coexist on the same
cable. An ARP reply is generated only if the destination protocol IP
address is reachable from the local host (as determined by the routing
algorithm) and the next hop is not via the same interface. If the local
host functions as a gateway, this may result in ARP replies for
destinations not in the same subnet.

A.4. ICMP redirect

An ICMP redirect is rejected if the destination IP address does not
match the local host address or the new target address is not on the
same subnet. An accepted redirect updates the routing data base for the
old target address. If there is no route associated with the old target
address, the redirect is ignored. Note that it is not possible to send
a gratuitous redirect unless the sender is possessed of considerable
imagination.

When subnets are in use there is some ambiguity as to the scope of
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a redirect, unless all hosts and gateways involved have prior knowledge
of the subnet masks. It is recommended that the use of ICMP
network-redirect messages be avoided in favor of ICMP host-redirect
messages instead. This requires the original sender (i.e. redirect
recipient) to support a general IP address-translation cache, rather
than the usual network table. However, this is normally done anyway in
the case of ARP.

An ICMP redirect is generated only if the destination IP address is
reachable from the local host (as determined by the routing algorithm),
the next hop is via the same interface and the target address is defined
in the routing data base.

ICMP redirects are never forwarded, regardless of destination
address. The source IP address of the ICMP redirect itself is not
checked, since the sending gateway may use one of its addresses not on
the common net. The source IP address of the encapsulated IP datagram
is not checked on the assumption the host or gateway sending the
original IP datagram knews what it is doing.
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Appendix B

The following sections discuss certain issues of special concern to
the NSF scientific networking community. These issues have primary
relevance in the policy area, but also have ramifications in the
technical area.

B.I. Interconnection Technology

Currently the most important common interconnectlon technology
between Internet systems of different vendors is Ethernet. Among the
reasons for this are the following:

I. Ethernet specifications are well-understood and mature.

2. Ethernet technology is in almost all aspects vendor independent.

3. Ethernet-compatible systems are common and becoming more so.

These advantages combined favor the use of Ethernet technology as
the common point of demarcation between NSF network systems supplied by
different vendors, regardless of technology. It is a requirement of NSF
gateways that, regardless of the possibly proprietary switching
technology used to implement a given vendor-supplied network, its
gateways must support an Ethernet attachment to gateways of other
vendors.

It is expected that future NSF gateway requirements will specify
other interconnection technologies. The most likely candidates are
those based on X.25 or IEEE 802, but other technologies including
broadband cable, fiber-optic or other protocols such as DDCMP may also
be considered.

B.2. Proprietary and Extensible Issues

Internet technology is a growing, adaptable technology. Although
hosts, gateways and networks supporting this technology have been in
continuous operation for several years, vendors users and operators
should understand that not all networking issues are fully understood.
As a result, when new needs or better solutions are developed for use in
the NSF networking community, it may be necessary to field new
protocols. NormaIly, these new protocolswill be designed to
interoperate in all practical respects with existing protocols;
however, occasionally it may happen that existing systems must be
upgraded to support these protocols.

NSF systems vendors should understand that they also undertake a
commlttment to remain aware of current Internet technology and be
prepared to upgrade their products from time to time as appropriate. As
a result, These vendors are strongly urged to consider extensibility and
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periodic upgrades as fundamental characteristics of their products. One
of the most productive and rewarding ways to do this on a long-term
basis is to participate in ongoing Internet research and development
programs in partnership with the academic community.

B.3. Multi-Protocol Gateways

Although the present requirements for an NSF gateway specify only
the Internet protocol suite, it is highly desirable that gateway designs
allow future extensions to support additional suites and allow
simultaneous operation with more than a single one. Clearly, the ISO
protocol suite is a prime candidate for one of these suites. Other
candidates include XNS and DECnet.

Future requirements for NSF gateways may include provisions for
other protocol suites in addition to Internet, as well as models and
specifications to interwork between them, should that be appropriate.
For instance, it is expected that the IS0 suite will eventually become
the dominant one; however, it is also expected that requirements to
support other suites will continue, perhaps indeflnately.

Present NSF gateway requirements do not include protocols above the
network layer, such as TCP, unless necessary for network monitoring or
control. Vendors should recognize that future requirements to interwork
between Internet and ISO applications, for example, may result in an
opportunity to market gateways supporting multiple protocols at all
levels through the application level. It is expected that the
network-level NSF gateway requirements summarized in this document will
be incorporated in the requirements document for these application-level
gateways.

B.4. Access Control and Accounting

There are no requirements for NSF gateways at this time to
incorporate specific access-control and accounting mechanisms in the
design; however, these important issues are currently under study and
will be incorporated into a redraft of this document at an early date.
Vendors are encouraged to plan for the early introduction of these
mechanisms in their products. While at this time no definitive common
model for access control and accounting has emerged, it is possible to
outline some general features such a model is likely to have, among them
the following:

I. The primary access control and accounting executive mechanisms will
be in the service hosts themselves, not the gateways, packet
switches or workstations.

2. Agents acting on behalf of access control and accounting~executive
mechanisms may be necessary in the gateways, packet switches or
workstations. These may be used to collect data,.enforce password
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protection or mitigate resource priority and fairness. However, the
architecture and protocols used by these agents may be a local
matter and not possible to specifiy in advance.

3. NSF gateways may be required to incorporate access control and
accounting mechanisms based on packet source/destination address, as
well as other fields in the IP header, internal priority and
fairness. However, it is extremely unlikely that these mechanisms
would involve a user-level logln to the gateway itself.
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INTERCONNECTION OF A HOST AND THE INTERNET

1 STATUS OF THIS MEMO

This is a draft of an RFC which is under consideration as a standard.
This RFC will specify a standard for the DARPA Internet community. Hosts
on the ARPA-Internet will be expected to adopt and implement this
standard. Distribution of this memo Is unlimited.

This RFC will be expanded over time as additional insights in
differin~ areas are gained. At present the topics covered are: RoutinG.
It is ~belng. released in this partial form now because a standard in t~e
area or routing is needed, and it is not possible to complete the entire
document in a timely fashion.

2 OVERVIEW

A lot of disparity exists in the functionality present in the IP layer
in various host implementations. This is a severe problem in an evolving
system like the Internet, since it is not clear what changes to the
basic architecture will affect hosts, and how major the effects will be.
Host IP layers often contain more functionality than they need; it is
~s~r.able foro~hem to b~. as minimal as possible, to mini~ize the chances
or Delng caugnt up in cnanges.

This memo sets general standards for the functionality which must be

~resent in a host IP layer. It putlines and stronglyrecommends an
mplementation guideline so that all host IP layers will 5e similar. It

will also tend to insulate the hosts from changes in the architecture.

Much useful information along these lines is contained in the set of
RFC’s by Dave Clark, [i], [2], and [3], which deal with the IP layer.
These are reprinted in the Implementation Guide available from the
Network Information Center [5]. However, do be aware that these
documents have not been revised and may contain inconsistencies with
this document~ In these cases, this document should be taken as
superseding the ones listed.

3 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Address masks were. talked about during a conversation with Dave Moon,
andthe scheme outlined here to use them to insulate the hosts was
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delineated by Dave Clark. ~

4 INTRODUCTION

4.1 Routing

When routing is considered, hosts need to decide whether a destination
can be reached directly by the locally attached transmission medium
(called the ’local net- from here on, even though it may not be 
network of the type known by that cognomen), or whether it has to be
~ach~d by.forwa~din~ at the IP ~evel through some intermediate entity.
i~ a Iorwaraing step is needed, then the intermediate entity needs to 5e
chosen.

However, hosts often provide a more sophisticated IP layer than
necessary, and they become involved in routing decisions that should
p~operly be left to the gateways. Such involvement is undesirable, since
then chan@es t? the basic architecture that involve routing have
repercusslons in the hosts. Since the system is fluid in this area, we
wish to remove this dependency. In addition, the new approach has the
characteristic that it is general enough so that future chan@es to the
In~ernet archite~tu{~ to 9ttack other problems will, in many instances,
not require any lurtner cnanges to the hosts.

5 DETAILS

5.1 Routing

5.1.1 Basics

i~C~ar%y,..th~ first step in handling an outbound packets is to decider ~ne aestlnation is on the local net or not. At the moment, this is
done by~arsing. . the destination address to extract a network number, and
then see~ngIf it matches the network number of the attached network.

We would like to make this step more general so that parsing the
address is no longer necessary. That way, if the form of an address
changes, it will not be necessary to change the address handling code.
A%I hosts should consider IP addresses as featureless 32 bit numbers. A
simple algorithm is needed to effect the decision above; one that is
simple, but provides considerable flexibility, is the use of a bit mask.

If the part of the destination address under the mask matches the part
of the host’s address under the mask, then the destination is on the
same local net and the packet should be transmitted directly. If not,
then the destination is elsewhere and it must be routed through a
gateway. It should be possible to set the bit mask as part of the host
configuration information, like the host address. (Presumably, the part
of the host address under the mask will be computed once and stored, for

Chiappa [Page I]
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efficiency reasons.)

The second step is that if the destination is not local, a ~ateway
must be picked and the packet routed through that gateway. Typically,
many hosts now maintain a network routing table; this is a database
~h_ ~elates destigati~ n network n _u~be. rs to next hop gateways. This is
rl±±ea In in a variety or ways, including configuration tables as well
as_ dyn.a~i.’cally, from the ne~, via ICMP Redirects. Such a table is
unaeslraD±e, slnce once again this is including routing functionality in
the hosts.

The appropriate method, rather, is to keep a cache of gateways for
individual dlstant host addresses (once again considered as featureless
32 bit numbers). When a packet must be sent to a host which is not on

~the local net, and which does not have an entry in the routing cache, a
gateway (one of the set of gateways already known) is chosen and the
packet sent there. If the gateway is not a good next hop for the
~es~natign.in. ques~on, it will send an ICMP Host Redirect messaqe back
to the orlglnator. The originator should use this information to -update
the entry for that particular host in the routing cache.

5.1.2 Route cache maintenance

One possible implementation choice is to have a single default
gateway, and only make entries in the routing cache for hosts which do
not go through that gateway. Another is to not have a distinguished
default gateway; when a route to a host not in the cache is needed, a
new entry is created and filled with a gateway randomly picked from the
set of gateways already known.

An important point is how entries are discarded. .If a gateway goes
down, cache entries that point to it will cause packets to be discarded,
perhaps undetectably. Somehow, the fact that the entry points to a dead
~a~eway must be rectified. If the local net has a low level method for
indicating dead hosts, that can be used to invalidate entries, but this
method cannot be the only one since some nets do not provid~~that
information. This is most important: failure to have some mechaniSm to
address this question will lead to hosts becoming unreachable even
though a viable path exists. (This topic is covered in some detail in

[3].) The host may also wish to recycle entries which have not been
used recently, but thls is optional.

One possible strate~, not mentioned there is to age cache entries;
when one is used it is marked as recently used. The host should
periodically go through and send an ICMP ping to all cache entries
marked as active. Gateways which do not respond should have all their
cache entries deleted. This presents a lower load to the net than simply
polling all the gateways all the time, but is better than nothin and
would be applicable in cases where the host higher level client so~iware
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is not structured to use an entry point where the client can advise the
lower level that a particular route may be dead.

One final thing to note is that although it is permissible for host IP
layers to look up a route on every packet, the implementor striving for
an efficient implementation may wish to keep a ’hint’ in anv
~ith connections, which does away with thi~ unnecessary over~ea~. ~T-~
IS a point that is really orthogonal to whether a conventional routing
table or a per host cache is used; it is discussed in [4].)

5.1.3 Dynamic configuration on broadcast nets

Another important point is use of broadcast nets to reduce the amount
~ configuratlon information_the host must be provided with manually.
There are three pieces of configuration information which will
needed: the host address, the address mask for the local net, and one
(6r more) gateways to ’bootstrap’ the routing cache. On a broadcast net,
broadcast ICMP packets can be used to gather all but the first piece of
information. This technique is only available as an option, since the
code must be able to work on nets that do not support broadcast.

One thing to note with this approach is that if it is used it may
require extra care and resources to function reliably. Consider the case
in which it is desired to operate a cluster of hosts on a single
~o%ated .b~oad~ast net without any gateways; if the code insists on
zlnaing at least one gateway to start the IP gateway cache with before
it will function, the hosts will be unable to operate. Conversely, the
~osts may proceed and assume they are on an isolated net, when they are
in fac~_on a ne~ wit~ 9 single gatewa~ that is temporarily down. In this
case, they ma[De unaD±e to contact sltes off net even if the gateway
starts functioning. Clearly, there is some trade-off between the
certainty of getting the correct information and the resources used to
get it.

To combat this, hosts should assume an all zero mask initially, which
will act as if all possible destinations are on the local net, until a
ICMP Mask Reply is received. The host should also be prepared to accept
and act on an unsolicited Mask Reply, to cover the case where the
gateway starts up at some later time. Likewise, the routing cache (and
aef~ult, gat~way, i~ anz~ shguld be initially empty; whenever a packet
needs to De sen~ -o~ the local net and the cache is empty an ICMP
Gateway Request should be broadcast. (Also, if a default gateway is
being used, and the entr[ is empty, an unsolicited Gateway Reply should
fill itS. If none is received, then it should be assumed that the local
net is ~solated. "

5.1.4 Multi-homed hosts

In general, hosts should not attempt to be gateways-if they are
multi-homed. The reason for this is that the functions of a gateway, and
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the protocols by which they communicate, are not stable, and will have
to continue, to cha~ge 9s the system grows larger. Attempting to have a
general gateway zunction as part of the host IP layer will thus force
~he_main~a~ner to t~gck t~ese changes. Also, a larger pool of gateway

implementations will make coordinating the changes more difficult. For
these reasons, providing host IP layers with the capability to be
gateways is in general not advised.

There are some tricky questions when dealing with multi-homed hosts.
For instance, when you do an address lookup on such a host (perhaps
using the Name Server Protocol, [6]), you are returned several IP
addresses. Obviously, any one should function correctly, but some hosts
may wish to pick the ’best’ address, the one the use of which will
produce the best performance path. To tell (from that list) which one 
the be~t to use, there is a new ICMP query/response pair by which a host
can get a gateway on the local net to pick the ’best" address from the
list.

5.1.5 Future Directions

The approach shown here will allow us to attack a variety of problems
in the future, without any change to the hosts. For example, consider
partitioned nets and mobile hosts. Per host route caches in the hosts
allow us to attack these problems without affecting the hosts.
Additional mechanism will be required in the gateways, but the changes
should be invisible in the hosts.

5.1.6 Notes

This section contains notes about what will have to chanqe elsewhere
in the IP specs if this spec is adopted. This section wi~l be removed
before release.

- Clearly, gateways which now send ICMP Network Redirects will
have to be changed to send Host Redirects. ICMP will
eventually be changed to remove Network Redirects. (Should
gateways find the need for something like Network Redirect, it

~ou~ be ~ade pa~t of some inter-gateway ~rotocol, since ICMPnoula contain only things needed for the interaction of hosts
and gateways.) To ease the conversion, gateways should first
be changed to send both Redirect types; thls will allow the
conversion of hosts at leisure. When the hosts are done,
Network Redirects can be removed from the gateways.

- Also, several new ICMP packet types will need tobe set up,
fo r use in finding configuration information on broadcast
ne~s. These will be Mask Request, Mask Re~ly, Gateway Request
and Gateway Reply. These will look much llke the Information
Request/Reply messages. Also, for handling multi-homed hosts,
an Optimal Address Request and Reply will have to be defined.
(The hosts do this rather than the name servers since the name

Chiappa
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servers may not be on the same local net, and thus will not~

have knowledge of the gateways local to the requester, which
are the ones which will know which address is best’.) Note
that the Optimal Address request should include a TOS field,
as well a list of addresses, to allow the gateways to consider
TOS as well when choosing the ’best’ address.

- One thing is left unspecified about the internals of
multi-homed hosts. The problem is that there is a slight
routing problem on outbound connections; how does the host
pick which of its addresses to use (and thus, which interface
to send packets out over) when initiatinq a new connection~ 
cannot think of any easy solution other t~an having the. h~s~
ask gateways on eac~ attached net what they thin~ the cost
of getting somewhere is and using the net with the lowest
cost. (Clearly, if the destination is on a net the host is
also attached to that net is the one to use.) One difficulty
here is that if a host is attached to two different autonomous
systems, they may not use identical routing metrics, and thus
comparing the routes may be impossible.

- Also, there is a question on whether hosts can reply to
Gateway or Mask Request. This might alleviate some problems
~ith .the [i~olat~d net. case above’, but my feeling is-that it
Is not neeaed. The mask or gateway info is only needed for
communication off the local net, and if there isn’t a gateway
to send the Mask Reply _you don’t need l’t ..............T ~n.~ ~ =,,~
reason to burden the ~osts with doing this, since the gateways
will have to do it an~ay. I suppose that hosts could ~e
allowed. . . to do.~o., optionally, but. what’s, the pointg. Whv~ a~___..
~t. lf ~t doe~p t Duy you anythlng? It m~ght get us in trouble
±ater on. Thus, gateways will simply send the replies on
startup. This has the additional advantage of savlng the
hosts the overhead of having them poll continuously for a
possible state change. Note that the gateways should send
these .several times (especially the Mask Repl[) so that all
the hosts are fairly certaln to get the informatlon.

Chiappa
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Analysis of Gateway Throughtput Report for Mar 24 to Mar 30 1986
(40 total gateways, time covered 6.71 days)

LSI Gateway Rcvd Totals :
Mail Bridge Rcvd Totals :
MB percent of Rcvd Total:

datagrams bytes
107.4 M 8916.1 M

34.2 M 3305.6 M
31.8 37.1

(avg pkt len = 83.1 bytes)
(avg pkt len = 96.8 bytes)

Avg Traffic Rvcd/gateway:
Avg Traffic Rcvd/MB :
MB percent of Average :

2.7 M 222.9 M
4.9 M 472.2 M
181.9 211.9

LSI Gateway Sent Totals :
Mail Bridge Sent Totals :
MB percent of Sent Total:

106.9 M 8668.9 M
33.4 M 3351.0 M

31.2 38.7

(avg pkt len = 81.1 b~tes)
(avg pkt len = 100.3 bytes

Avg Traffic Sent/gateway:
Avg Traffic Sent/MB :
MB percent of Average :

2.7 M 216.7 M
4.8 M 478.7 M
178.5 220.9

Mail Bridge Dropped :
LSI Gateway Dropped :
MB percent of Dropped :

2.1M
3.9M

52.6

( 6.2% of MB total sent)
( 3.7% of LSI total sent)

percent pkts addressed to gateways = 41.66
percent pkts originating at gateways= 44 94
percent pkts forwarded to gateways = 51 46

Total Packets to Gateways= 44.7M
Total Packets from GWs = 48.0M
Packets forwarded to GWs = 55.1M
Packets forwarded to Hosts = 51.9M
Packets received from Hosts = 52.3M

Conclusions:
i) Hosts send 52.3M datagrams, of which

- 3.94M are dropped (7.5%),
- 0.00M are assumed to be redirects (0.0% of undrpd),
- an undetermined amount are gw pings.

2) Therefore, of I07.4M datagrams received by gateways:
- no more than 48.4M are successful user data (45 1%),



Gateway Traffic for Mar 24 to Mar 30, 1986
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Analysis of Gateway Throu~htput Report for Mar 31 to Apr 6 1986
(40 total gateways, time covered 6.63 days)

LSI Gateway Rcvd Totals :
Mail Bridge Rcvd Totals :
MB percent of Rcvd Total:

datagrams bytes
106.3 M 8834.9 M

32.4 M 3050.5 M
30.5 34.5

(avg pkt len = 83.1 bytes)
(avg pkt len = 94.2 bytes)

Avg Traffic Rvcd/gateway:
Avg Traffic Rcvd/MB :
MB percent of Average :

2.7 M 220.9 M
4.6 M 435.8 M
174.1 197.3

LSI Gateway Sent Totals :
Mail Bridge Sent Totals :
MB percent of Sent Total:

105.0 M 8460.2 M
31.5 M 3122.1 M

30.0 36.9

(avg pkt len= 80.6 bytes)
(avg pkt len = 99.2 bytes)

Avg Traffic Sent/gateway:
Avg Traffic Sent/MB :
MB percent of Average :

2.6 M 211.5 M
4.5 M 446.0 M
171.2 210.9

Mail Bridge Dropped :
LSI Gateway Dropped :
MB percent of Dropped :

2.0M
4.2M

49.2

( 6.5% of MB total sent)
( 4.0% of LSI total sent)

percent pkts addressed to gateways = 41.33
percent pkts originating at gateways= 45.23
percent pkts forwarded to gateways = 51.42

Total Packets to Gateways= 43.9M
Total Packets from GWs = 47.5M
Packets forwarded to GWs = 54.0M
Packets forwarded to Hosts= 51.0M
Packets received from Hosts= 52.3M

Conclusions .-
i) Hosts send 52.3M datagrams of which

- 4.16M are dropped (8.0~),
- 0.00M are assumed to be redirects (0.0% of undrpd),
- an undetermined amount are gw pings.

2) Therefore, of I06.3M datagrams received by gateways:
- no more than 48.1M are successful user data (45.3%),



Gateway Traffic for Mar 31 to Apr 6, 1986
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Traffic Sent by LSI Gateways (2/18/85 - 3/31/86)
(in Million pkts)
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Traffic Sent by Mail Bridges (2/18/85 - 3/31/86)
(in Million pets)
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Percent of Sent Traffic Dropped by Mail Bridges
(2/18/85 - 3/31/86)
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Percent of Sent Traffic Dropped by LSI Gateways
(2/18/85 - 3/31/86)
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Percent User Data in Gateway Received Traffic
(2/18/85 - 3/31/86)
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Average Packet Length for Mail Bridges
(2/18/85 - 3/31/86)
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(Mailbridge Throughput, April 4, 1986)

RATE (per second) and SIZE (bytes datagrsm) TABLES

GWY RCVD RCVD
NAME DGRAM~ BYTES

IP AVG BYTES
ERRORS PER DGRA~

MILARP 11.59 1987.53 0.00 171.43
MILBBN 14.94 1448.52 0.00 96.96
MILDCE 11.41 1397.77 0.00 122.52
MILISI 11.09 1520.33 0.00 137.10
MILLBL 5.87 413.66 0.00 70.41
MILSAC 6.48 586.51 0.00 90.58
MILSRI 4.80 416.81 0.00 86.82

GWY SENT SENT
NAME DGRAMS BYTES

MILARP 10.85 1640.90
MILBBN 14.25 1396.16
MILDCE 11.28 1399.16
MILISI 10.83 1470.42
MILLBL 5.91 450.94
MILSAC 6.55 652.96
MILSRI 4.78 432.96

DROPPED
DGRAMS

AVG BYTES
PER DGRAM

0.96 151.20
1.06 97.96
0.29 123.99
0.44 135.73
0.10 76.27
0.14 99.75
0.11 90.53

33.62% of all received packets are addressed to a gateway
37.47% of all sent packets originate at a gateway
53.36% of all sent packets are forwarded to another gateway



Average Packet Length for LSI Gateways
(2/18/85 - 3/31/86)
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INTERFACE S~Y
April 4, 1986

Throughput s~ry for MILBBN Gateway

Total time covered by data: 22 hours, 15 minutes in 89 messages

First message received at Fri Apr 4 00:00"20 1986 (EST)
Last message received at Fri Apt 4 23:50"16 1986 (EST)
Total elapsed time ffi 23 hours, 49 minutes, 56 seconds

Datagrams dropped due to unreachable dcst net:
Datagrams dropped due to unreachable dest host:

18,334 (
3,706 (

0.23/see
O.05/sec

1.5
0.3

INTERFACE RCVD RCVD IP
DGRAMS BYTES ERR

10.5.0.5 602,242 52,095,722 200
26.2.0.49 594,446 63,930,334 0
TOTAL 1,196,688 116,026,056 200

% IP
ERR

0.03
0.00
0.02

48,527
3,686

52,213

INTERFACE RCWD RCVD %DGRAMS AVG. BYTES
D(]PI/SEC BT/SEC FOR SELF PER DGRAM

10.5.0.5 7.52 650.38 26.59 86.50
26.2.0.49 7.42 798.13 24.09 107.55
TOTAL 14.94 1448.52 25.35 96.96

INTERFACE BUFFER % BUF
DROPPED DROPPED

10.5.0.5 1,971 0.34
26.2.0.49 1,526 0.26
TOTAL 0 0.00

8.06
0.62
4.36

% RCVD
HERE

50.33
49.67

100.00

INTERFACE SENT SENT
DGRAMS BYTES

RFNVI
DROP

10.5.0.5 629,500 68,664,005 38,683
26.2.0.49 512,111 43,168,488 19,231
TOTAL 1,141,611 111,832,493 57,914

INTERFACE SENT SENT
D(tVI/SEC BT/SEC

10.5.0.5 7.86 857.23
26.2.0.49 6.39 538.93
TOTAL 14.25 1396.16

% DG~
FROM SELF

29.75
30.08
29.90

QUEUE
DROP

% DGRAMS
DROPPED

20,466
3,179

23,645

8.59
4.19
6.67

AVG. BYTES
PER DGRAM
109.08

84.30
97.96

% SENT
TO NBRS

69.22
32.92
52.94

% SENT
HERE

55.14
44.86

100.00



MI LARP
MI LBBN
MILDCE
MILISI
MI LLBL
MILSAC
MILSRI
TOTALS

MILARP
MILBBN
MI LDCE
MILISI
MI LLBL
MI LSAC
MI LSR I
TOTALS

,

,

MAILBRIDGE THROUGHPUT REPORT
April 4, 1986

RCVD IP % IP
BYTES ERRORS ERRORS

08,691
96,688
03,565
78,270
65,276
12,844
80,241
45,575

35
116
110
120
32
46
33

495

,775
,026
,703
,410
,762
,451
,011
,140

,596 12 0.00%
,056 200 0.02%
,268 69 0.00%
,426 17 0.00%
,004 8 0.00%
,480 70 0.01%
,364 12 0.00%
,194 388 O.OO%

SENT

195,343
141,611
893,710
858,021
468,263
518,459
378,754
454,161

29
111
110
116

35
51
34

49O

SENT DROPPED % DROPPED
BYTES DGRAh~ DGR.abIS

,536,210 17,223
,832,493 85,056
,813,222 22,865
,457,441 35,163
,714,671 7,975
,714,656 11,351
,290,426 8,525
,359,119 188,158

8.10%
6.93%
2.49%
3.94%
1.67%
2.14%
2.20%
4.05%

DEST
UNRCH

1,713
22,040
10,976
12,765
5,733
9,196
9,355

71,778

% DST
UNRCH

0.82%
1.84%
1.21%
1.45%
1.23%
1.79%
2.46%
1.58%



SECTION OF DAILY TRAP REPORT
April 4, 1986

GWYMILBBN T1006 Time expired
GWYMILBBN T1012 Received I(J~IP
GWYMILBBN T1014 Unusual 1822 reply
G~(MILBBN T1015 Unmatched 1822 reply
GWYMILBBN T1022 Sending Source Quench
GWYMILBBN T1024 Overdue RFFIVI
GWYMILBBN T1048 IO¢IP -> I(2vIP
GWYMILBBN T1509 Thrpt Meas. On
GWYMILBBN T1517 Thrpt Meas. Off
GWYMILBBN T1520 Lost traps
GWYMILBBN T2001 Neighbor down
GW~MILBBN T2004 Neighbor Up
GWYMILBBN T2008 Interface Up
GWYMILBBN T2011 New net
GWYMILBBN T2016 Redundant route
GWYMILBBN T2024 Nets full

657
479
925
328

1398
321

6226
2
2

389
62

132
8

33
5

33
11000



MAILBRIDGE THROUGHPUT, SHORT FOI~I
Data sorted by mailbridge

DATE HOURS RCVD DST
COVERED DGRAMS UNRCH

DROPPED
DGRAMS

RCVD PPS
DGRAMS

Gateway: MILARP
3/31 (Mon) 22.00 763,738 0.78% 4.31% 9.64

4/1 (Tue) 21.50 870,606 1.17% 4.79% 11.25
4/2 (Wed) 24.00 822,043 1.21% 3.72% 9.51
4/3 (Thu) 15.50 505,128 0.71% 2.05% 9.05
4/4 (Fri) 5.00 208,691 0.82% 8.10% 11.59

21.75 1,120,717 2.48%
22.50 1,464,874 1.96%
24.25 1,599,394 3.01%
23.00 1,186,268 1.51%
22.25 1,196,688 1.84%
24.00 861,729 2.11%
21.50 657,499 2.61%

Gateway: MILBBN
21.03%
21.89%
15.49%
7.15%
6.93%
1.61%
0.76%

3/31 (Mort)
4/1 (Tue)
4/2 (Wed)
4/3 (Thu)
4/4 (Fri)
4/5 (Sat)
4/6 (Sun)

14.31
18.08
18.32
14.33
14.94
9.97
8.49

SENT PPS
DGRAVIS

9.74
11.23
9.52
9.12

10.85

12.03
15.21
16.20
14.02
14.25
10.04

9.04

S~IES

DATE

3/31 (M~n)
4/1 (Tue)
4/2 (Wed)
4/3 (Thu)
4/4 (Fri)
4/5 (Sat)
4/6 (Sun)

ADDR ORIG FORWARDED
FRCIVI RCVD

48.63% 55.28% 60.51% 5,358,788
45.68% 52.85% 59.66% 6,205,279
40.34% 46.17% 56.03% 6,160,927
32.07% 36.70% 47.67% 4,769,165
33.62% 37.47% 53.36% 4,545,575
33.73% 36.79% 52.52% 3,296,433
36.41% 41.49% 48.92% 2,052,551

date: 4/4 (Fri)
MILARP
MILBBN
MILDCE
MILISI
MILLBL
MILSAC
MILSRI

5.00
22.25
22.00
22.00
22.00
22.00
22.00

208,691
1,196,688

903,565
878,270
465,276
512,844
380,241

0.82%
1.84%
1.21%
1.45%
1.23%
1.79%
2.46%

8.10%
6.93%
2.49%
3.94%
1.67%
2.14%
2.20%

11.59
14.94
11.41
11.09

5.87
6.48
4.80

10.85
14.25
11.28
10.83

5.91
6.55
4.78



Host Throughput

Host Name

BBN-MI LNET - GW
WI SC- GATEWAY
DCEC -MI LNET - GW
I S I -GATEWAY
I S I -MI LNET- GW
PURDUE - CS - GW
ARPA-MI LNET- GW
CS S - GATEWAY
MI T-1VI~
MIT-GW
MIT-AI -GW
GVlU- CS -A
S R I -MI [.NET - GW
YALE
GW. RUTGERS. EDU
COLUVIB I A
USC- ISID
STANFORD-GW
UCB -VAX
SAC -MI LNET - GW
LBL-MI LNET- GW
(2ME- GATEWAY
SEI SIVD
BBN- INOC
CSNET- RELAY

25 BUS lEST HOSTS IN ARPANET

From Fri Mar 21 00:00:45 1986
To Fri Mar 28 00"00:45 1986

{node/ Packets Received
host} Inter-Node Intra-Node

5/5) 5378046 436421
94/0} 4273220 92506
20/7} 3943193 257630
27/3} 3637079 37904
22/2} 3136629 18914
37/2} 2751963 265814
28/2} 2734553 14718
25/2} 2713281 26328
44/3} 2620395 25232
77/0} 2547447 22237

6/3} 2254270 64268
14/1} 269950 1925422
51/4} 1184252 1009017

9/2} 2062942 113304
89/1} 1916361 60114
89/3} 805962 1095844
27/0} 1709510 10000
11/1} 1702967 12776
78/2} 1608650 62115
80/2} 1611828 50133
68/0} 1622285 20609
14/2} 1086649 516398
25/0} 1512925 34390.
82/2} 1341485 163180

5/4} 1464005 31413

Total I

5814467
4365726
4200823
3674983
3155543
3017777
2749271
2739609
2645627
2569684
2318538
2195372
2193269
2176246
1976475
1901806
1719510
1715743
1670765
1661961
1642894
1603047
1547315
1504665
1495418

Avg. Daily
nter-Node

Days



Host Throughput

Host Name

From Fri Mar 21 00:00:45 1986
To Fri Mar 28 00:00:45 1986

(node/ Packets Received
host} Inter-Node Intra-Node Total

Avg. Daily
Inter-Node

Days

UCLA- TEST
UCLA- CCN
UCLA - LOC~$
UCLA-AT$

SRI-SPI~I
SRI-KL
SRI-CSL-GW
SRI-TSC
SRI-AI
SRI-IU
SRI-~-GW

SAC-RPVAX
SAC-RPGW-1
SAC-RPGW-2

1/0) 14917 0
1/1} 39991 9611
1/2} 374378 4371
1/3} 34709 2

14917
49602

378749
34711

463995 13984 477979 66285

{ 2/0} 23221 0 23221
{ 2/1} 413611 141838 555449
{ 2/2} 815320 38002 853322
{ 2/3} 98039 16826 114865
{ 2/4} 389464 309585 699049
{ 2/5} 299206 325317 624523
{ 2/6} 0 0 0

2038861 831568 2870429 291265

3/0} 0 0 0
3/1} 43387 349142 392529
3/2} 90277 349755 440032

UTAH-CS { 4/0 }
FSNAP-GW { 4/1 }
UTAH- TAC ( 4 / 2 
UTAH- 20 { 4/3}

133664 698897 832561 19094

427928 4518
134 0

118365 291
61582 13291

432446
134

118656
74873

608009 18100 626109 86858

BBN-~ { 510}
BBNG { 511}
FIBERoARPAoGW { 512)
BBNA { 513}
CSNET-RELAY { 5/4}
BBN-MILNET-GW { 5/5}
BBN-PR-GW { 5/6}
BBN-PR-STATION { 5/7}

127425 11466 138891
1275714 132032 1407746

0 0 0
161498 159605 321103

1464005 31413 1495418
5378046 436421 5814467
1356551 130946 1487497

1 0 1

9763240 901883 10665123 1394748 7



GATEWAY: MILBBN

DATE

3/31 (Mort)
4/1 (Tue)
4/2 (Wed)
4/3 (Thu)
4/4 (Fri)
4/5 (Sat)
4/6 (Sun)

NET UNR

17,690
21,015
41,369
14,388
18,334
13,925
12,194

%NET UNR

1.58
1.43
2.59
1.21
1.53
1.62
1.85

HOST UNR

10,085
7,739
6,788
3,548
3,706
4,222
4,969

~-IOST UNR

0.90
0.53
0.42
0.30
0.31
0.49
0.76

DATE
- RCVD ~

INTERFACE: 10.5.0.5
3/31 (Mort) 751,442

4/1 (Tue) 945,753
4/2 (Wed) 1,002,336
4/3 (Thu) 694,557
4/4 (Fri) 602,242
4/5 (Sat) 487,227
4/6 (Sun) 394,446

INTERFACE: 26.2.0.49
3/31 (Mort) 369,275

4/1 (Tue) 519,121
4/2 (Wed) 597,058
4/3 (Thu) 491,711
4/4 (Fri) 594,446
4/5 (Sat) 374,502
4/6 (Sun) 263,053

DATE SENT DC~

INTERFACE: 10.5.0.5
3/31 (Mon) 355,336

4/1 (Tue) 556,439
4/2 (Wed) 641,140
4/3 (Thu) 584,082
4/4 (Fri) 629,500
4/5 (Sat) 422,252
4/6 (Sun) 397,859

INTERFACE: 26.2.0.49
3/31 (Mort) 586,296

4/1 (Tue) 675,310
4/2 (Wed) 773,070
4/3 (Thu) 576,387
4/4 (Fri) 512,111
4/5 (Sat) 445,178
4/6 (Sun) 302,223

LOOPED %LOOPED BUF DROP %BUF DROP

67,358 8.96% 38,449 5.24%
106,324 11.24% 61,658 6.53%

97,571 9.73% 30,693 3.12%
65,609 9.45% 3,539 0.53%
48,527 8.06% 1,971 0.34%
38,782 7.96% 7 0.00%

103,679 26.28% 0 0.00%

23,812 6.45% 32,582 8.69%
25,617 4.93% 46,378 8.65%
16,643 2.79% 22,174 3.73%

6,267 1.27% 2,569 0.53%
3,686 0.62% 1,526 0.26%

778 0.21% 13 0.00%
2,859 1.09% 0 0.00%

%RFNVIRFNVIDROP QUEDROP -- ~UE-DROP- %DROP.

bad data

27,592 4.32% 26,459 4.15% 8.47%
38,683 5.62% 20,466 2.97% 8.59%

6,832 1.59% 1,680 0.39% 1.98%
2,902 0.72% 64 0.02% 0.74%

22,656 3.66% 9,331 1.51% 5.17%
45,897 6.16% 24,267 3.26% 9.41%
34,297 4.17% 14,506 1.76% 5.94%
25,806 4.26% 3,394 0.56% 4.82%
19,231 3.60% 3,179 0.59% 4.19%
5,638 1.25% 0 0.00% 1.25%
2,404 0.79% 0 0.00% 0.79%
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MILLIONS OF DATAGRAMS RECEIVED PER WEEK
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PROBLEM- POOR MA I LBR I DGE Pk’~FOMANCE

FACT1.- EACH

C0NNECTION BLOCK
RECEIVE BLOCK AT

AT THE SOURCE
TI-~ DE S T I NAT I ON

FACT

FACT 3:

GATEWAY
BLOCK

PINGS OCCUPY A CONNECT I ON

MAILBRDIGE
CONNECT I ON

IMPS ARE SHORT OF
BLOCKS

FACT 4- WHEN A MESSAGE ARRIVES AND NO
CONNECT I ON BLOCK I S AVA I LABLE,
ONE MUST BE TORN D~

FOUR MESSAGES EXCHANGED

LEAST RECENTLY USED



Ma i I b r i d ~ e AUG- NOV- 8 5 JAN- 8 6 ~

MILARPA
MILBBN
MILDCEC
MILISI
MILLBL
MILSAC
MILSRI

Mai lbridge

MILARPA
MILBBN
MILDCEC
MILISI
MILLBL
MILSAC
MILSRI

6.4
10.4

6.6
9.7
5.7
5.0
3.6

FEB - 8 6

9.0
13.8

7.4
8.6
6.4
5.8
4.3

6.4
11.3

6.3
9.4
4.8
5.1
3.6

MAR- 86

10.05
15.1

8.5
9.3
6.9
6.6
4.9



Mailbridge PRE - SPL I T POST-SPLIT

MI LARPA
MI LBBN
MI LDCEC
MILISI
MILLBL
MILSAC
MILSRI

6-7
9-10
3
5-6

3-4
5

pps 6-7.5 pps
10-11 .5
6-7

4-5
4-5
3

Mai lbridge

MILARPA
MILBBN
MILDCEC
MILISI
MILLBL
MILSAC
MILSRI

MA~CH - 85

8- 9 pps
8-9
8-9
9-10
5-6
5-6
3-4

6- 7 pps
9-11
7-8
9.5-11.5
5-6.5
5-6
3.5-4



FROM THE DECEMBER QUARTERLY STAT I ST I CS :

95% OF ALL
LONG WAITS
RESOI~CES

TRAPS RECE I VED ARE DUE
( ~3 SEC) FO~ ~-END

TO

MOST OF THESE ORI G INATE FROM

SRI - 2
RCC- 5
STAN- 11
DCEC- 20
ISI -22
ISI -27
ARPA- 27
SRI-51

~B~- 78:
SAC- 80
SR- 107

(MI LBBN 

(MI LDCEC 
(MILIS I 

(MI LARP 
(MI LSRI 

(MI LSAC 

MOST ARE DESTINED FOR

RCC-5
ISI-22
ISI-27
PURDU-37
SRI-51
BBN-82

(BBN- 89~
WISC-94

(INOC)

NOTE : LBL- 68 HAS
MILLBL

ONLY ONE HOST ON IT-



PSN 3/4 7 3 CONNECT I ON BLOCKS

PSN 5 CONNECTION BLOCKS

SOLUT I ON : UPGRADE TO PSN 5

UPGRADE IN PROGRESS


